The understanding of geographical reality is a process of data representation and pattern discovery. Former studies mainly adopted continuous-field models to represent spatial variables and to investigate the underlying spatial continuity/heterogeneity in the regular spatial domain. In this article, we introduce a more generalized model based on graph convolutional neural networks (GCNs) that can capture the complex parameters of spatial patterns underlying graph-structured spatial data, which generally contain both Euclidean spatial information and non-Euclidean feature information. A trainable semi-supervised prediction framework is proposed to model the spatial distribution patterns of intra-urban points of interest(POI) check-ins. This work demonstrates the feasibility of GCNs in complex geographic decision problems and provides a promising tool to analyze irregular spatial data.
Introduction
The continuous-field model, which can be seen as a process of reducing the number of spatial variables required to represent reality to a finite set (a field) [7] , is a fundamental perspective in modelling the complex geographical world. The variation of attributes in a field model represents the spatial pattern of certain geographical phenomenon at the conceptual level of abstraction [14, 8] , as is shown in Figure 1 . The analysis of spatial patterns based on field models has been studied extensively in traditional geography applications [2, 18] . Methods can be roughly divided into two types: autoregressive methods that adopt a spatial lag term to consider the autocorrelation of local neighborhoods [1] and geostatistical methods that use semi-variograms to characterize the spatial heterogeneity [17, 2] .
To uncover the deep features of spatial patterns, convolutional neural networks (CNNs) have been introduced from computer science to investigate local stationary properties of the input data by allowing long range interactions in terms of shorter, localized interactions [13] . However, the use of CNNs becomes problematic when the data is not structured in the regular spatial domian (e.g. raster model in GIS), since the local kernel filter can no longer be defined via the Euclidean metric of the grid. Graph convolutional networks (GCNs) is a generalization of CNNs to deal with graph-structured data in the irregular spatial domain (i.e., vector model in GIS), where the input data is represented as objects and their connections. The convolutional filter in GCNs can be extended to be localized in the spectral domain of the objects' features [3, 10] , thus enables the investigation of spatial dependence in the irregular spatial domain. We think that GCNs are suitable for modelling the complex spatial patterns in geographical data that generally contain both Euclidean spatial information and non-Euclidean feature information [15] .
In this article, we introduce a way to model the spatial patterns in geographical data by constructing graph neural networks with both spatial information and feature information embedded and by designing a localized feature filter on the graph that considers spatial constraints. A layer-wise semi-supervised neural network framework is proposed to make the model trainable. In addition, we have applied the proposed model in an intra-urban prediction case based on a POI check-in dataset in Beijing, China to demonstrate the feasibility of our model.
2
Embedding spatial patterns in graphs
Graph Fourier transformation
To enable the formulation of fundamental operations such as filtering on a graph, the Graph Fourier transform is needed first, which is defined via a generalization of the Laplacian operator on the grid to the graph Laplacian [4] . In graph G = (V, E, W ), V is a finite set of |V | = n nodes, E is a set of edges among nodes and W ∈ R n×n is a weighted adjacency matrix representing the weights of edges. An input vector x ∈ R n is seen as a signal defined on G with x i denotes the spectral information of node i. 
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As L s is a real symmetric positive semidefinite matrix, it has a complete set of orthonormal eigenvectors U = (u 1 , · · · , u n ), and their associated nonnegative eigenvalues λ = (
Convolutions on graphs
Definition 2 (Graph convolutions). The convolution operators on graphs are defined as the muliplication of x with a filter g θ = diag(θ) parameterized by θ ∈ R n in the Fourier domain, i.e.:
We can understand g θ (Λ) as a function of the eigenvalues of L s , a non-parametric filter whose parameters are all free and can be trained.
However, the evaluation of Eq. 1 is computationally expensive, as the multiplication with eigenvector matrix U is O(n 2 ). To overcome this problem, [9] suggested the Chebyshev
with a rescaledΛ =
Furthermore, by assuming K = 1 and λ max = 2 in Eq. 2 and some renormalization tricks, [12] proposed an expression with a single parameter θ = θ 0 = −θ 1 to compute:
whereW = W + I n and∆ ii = jW ij . Eq. 3 has complexity O(|E|) becauseW x can be efficiently implemented as a product of a sparse matrix with a dense vector.
Spatial-enriched graph construction
Different from state-of-the-art graph constructions in many recognition tasks, where the adjacency matrix W are often defined by calculating the similarity among nodes, we try to enable the constructed graph to capture the relationships between the feature similarity and the spatial displacement of node pairs, i.e., to construct a spatial-enriched graph. Given the input features X ∈ R N ×C of nodes V , where N = |V | is the number of locations and C ∈ R is the number of features for each node, we can define the adjacency matrix W according to the spatial displacement of N locations. The distance matrix for locations can be considered a prior knowledge for the graph construction process and we can introduce the distance decay effect in geography to represent the spatial dependence of features in X. Derived from the gravity model, there many functions that could be used to express the spatial weighting function, such as binary adjacency judgement, the power function, the exponential function, and the Gaussian function [19] . For example, considering a variant of the self-tuning Gaussian diffusion kernel [10] :
where d(i, j) is the Euclidean distance between node i and j and σ i is computed as the distance d(i, i k ) corresponding to the k-th nearest neighbor i k of node i. Eq. 4 gives a normalized measurement of spatial displacement in a graph whose variance is locally adapted around each location. Compared to traditional geographical studies that choose arbitrary models to capture the effect of distance, our GCN-based model is a more universal way to model the relationship underlying spatial data. We treat the feature information and the spatial information separately, and leave the graph to learn the spatial pattern given certain training objective. The details of learned spatial pattern are restored in the layer-wise parameters of the deep graph convolutional network and can be adopted in various applications.
3
Experiment: prediction of intra-urban check-in patterns
Prediction framework
Based on the spatial-enriched graph convolutional methods introduced in Section 2 that can learn the heterogeneity pattern underlying irregular spatial data, we design a trainable semi-supervised framework for the prediction of check-ins of intra-urban point of interests (POI). The framework is an example to show how the graph convolutional model can be adopted in geographic decision problems by trying to capture the underlying properties of spatial patterns. Formally, the goal of the framework is to learn a complex function of the spatial pattern on a graph G = (V, E), which takes as input:
A feature matrix X ∈ R N ×C that contains the features x i for every observed node i, where N is the number of given nodes and C is the number of input feature channels A fully-connected spatial distance matrix W ∈ R N ×N summarized using Eq. 4 that represents the spatial structure of observed nodes and outputs a vector
N that contains the predicted value for each nodes. In the case of the check-in prediction, the graph G is constructed by the spatial displace-D. Zhu, Y. Liu XX:5 ment of POIs. The input signal is set to be the one-channel feature matrix X ∈ R N that contains the functional types of all POIs. The semi-supervised training means that we train the model according to actual check-in numbers of only a small portion of training POIs and attempt to reproduce the overall spatial pattern of all the POIs, as is shown in Figure 2 .
For simplicity, we adopt a simple two-layer GCN to capture the spatial dependence among POIs. Recalling the convolutional filter introduced in Eq. 3, let W =∆ −1/2W∆−1/2 , the forward propagation then takes the simple form:
where Θ (0) ∈ R C×H is the input-to-hidden parameters for a hidden layer with H feature maps. Θ
(1) ∈ R H×1 is the hidden-to-output parameters for an output predicted vector Z. Note that we do not add any activation function after the second layer because the framework is designed to predict the actual regression numbers of check-ins instead of the discrete classes of POI types. We utilized a dataset collected from Sina Weibo in 2014 that contains 868 million check-in records for 143,576 points of interest (POIs) in Beijing [16] . The original dataset include the POI types (242 in total) and the annual check-ins for each points. After preprocessing, we extracted 6781 typical POIs that have more than 100 check-in records in 2014 and reclassified these POIs into nine functional types according to the 242 subtypes (Figure 3(a) ): business, entertainment, hospital, Chinese restaurant, non-Chinese restaurant, hotel, residential, snacks bar and public transport. The spatial distribution of these typical POIs generally covers the urban areas within Beijing. The statistical distribution of the check-in numbers for each types are plotted in Figure 3(b) , where we find a common heavy-tail pattern for all the nine types, indicating that most POIs are not very active and only a few POIs have high check-in numbers.
Data descriptions
We constructed the spatial adjacency matrix for the 6781 POIs by generating a 600m buffer for each point. If two POIs are contained in any buffer area, an unweighted edge is added to the graph connecting these two nodes. In this way, the spatial distance matrix defined in Section 3.1 collapses into a binary, unweighted adjacency matrix indicating whether two points are close (W ij = 1) or not (W ij = 0). Although this is a simplification for the graph convolution, we find it enough to obtain satisfying result.
Semi-supervised training
For each training, we randomly select 5% of the POIs as our training set and use the other 95% POIs as the validation samples. The proposed GCN model in Figure 2 is fed with the types and the adjacency matrix of all POIs as input. The real check-in numbers of POIs in the training set are utilized to optimize the hyper-parameters through the Adam gradient descent [11] . We do not use the validation check-in numbers for training.
We train each graph convolutional model for 2000 epochs, i.e. back propagate and update the parameters for 2000 times with a 3 × 10 −4 learning rate, 5 × 10 −5 L2 regularization and 0.2 dropout rate. We initialize weights using the initialization described in [6] and accordingly normalize the input one-hot vectors of POI types, the hidden layer is set to have 32 hidden units. We choose the L1Loss function to compute the loss for each training epoch,
where Z * and Z are the actual check-in numbers and predicted check-in numbers, separately (both after log transformation), and T is the index set of the training POIs.
We further report the absolute errors of check-in numbers during the training process for 50 random experiments with different initializations and different 5% training sets (randomly selected), the results are plotted in Figure 4 . Since different training POIs may greatly influence the given pattern of check-ins, training errors appear unstable during the first 200 epochs. While after 200 epochs, the check-in errors remain at a low level. The error finally converges at around 32 by 2000 epochs. The semi-supervised prediction with different initial conditions shows that our GCN model can achieve a high accuracy (less than 10% error of the average check-in number for a location) no matter the composition of training samples. 
Predicted spatial patterns
We choose one result of all 50 random experiments as an example to show the predicted spatial patterns in details. The training L1 loss after 2000 epochs is around 0.06 and the absolute error of check-in prediction is about 23, as is shown in Figure 5(a) . The heatmap of check-in distribution patterns are visualized in Figure 5(b) . The grey points beneath the predicted pattern are the initialized training points and the color of urban regions indicates the check-in intensity (the redder the higher). Furthermore, the comparison of predicted and real spatial patterns for each POI types are mapped in Figure 6 . It can be seen that our model performs well on all the types, reproducing similar spatial patterns compared with the real ones. Our predicted spatial patterns can reflect the hot spots in urban areas for different functional types. 
Discussion
The experiments conducted in Section 3 show that our proposed GCN framework is able to reproduce the spatial heterogeneity pattern of intra-urban check-ins based on a small portion of training locations, which demonstrates the feasibility of using graph convolutional neural networks to model irregular spatial patterns.
However, our work also reveals some deficiencies of the GCN-based model that require further endeavors to overcome. Figure 7 shows the difference of the predicted distribution and the real distribution of the check-in numbers. In the logarithmic x-coordinate, the real check-ins exhibit a strong heavy-tail distribution while the predicted check-ins appear to be a normal distribution, which means that although the model can generate roughly correct spatial patterns of check-ins (Section 3.4), the statistical distribution of the neural networks' regression output is hard to approximate non-normal distributions such as power or exponential distributions. Figure 8 further illstrates the statistical distributions of the predicted check-in numbers for different POI types. Compared with Figure 3(b) , we find that it is still difficult to accurately predict the numerical attributes of spatial objects using state-of-the-art GCN-based models even though we have enriched the spatial configurations in the graph. 
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In this article, we introduced a generalized model that can capture the spatial pattern in geographical data using graph convolutional networks. By embedding the feature information and the spatial information separately into the graph network, and designing a feature-based localized filter on the graph, our model can learn the spatial dependence among spatial objects and approximate the high-dimensional parameters of spatial patterns according to certain training objectives. Based upon that, we proposed a trainable semi-supervised framework using spatialenriched graph convolutional neural networks to demonstrate the feasibility of our model to be adopted in the analysis of irregular spatial data. The objective is to learn the underlying spatial dependence and predict the unknown features of locations based on their surrounding spatial configurations. The GCN-based framework achieves satisfying results in the prediction of intra-urban POI check-in patterns, and can be modified to be applied to other geographical applications such as spatial interpolation, site selection and event detection.
Important open questions remain: How to evaluate the model's parameters in a way that is both quantitative, interpretable and intuitive for geographical analysis? How to incorporate more understanding of spatial interactions into the graph-based model except for the distance? In addition, this initial work has only focused on the type feature in a single dataset; a promising area is to integrate the features of multi-sourced geo-data such as street networks, remote sensing spectra and other social sensing datasets. An improved version of our model is needed to characterize and explain the intertwined spatial variation pattern in the complex geographic world. We plan to address these questions in on-going works.
